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Initial 2020 Domestic Tour Registration Opens October 11
Registration for our five 2020 domestic tours opens Friday, October 11. The initial registration period runs through Sunday,
October 20th. As usual, if these tours are oversubscribed, we will go to a lottery and those not making it will be the first on the
Wait List. Remember, if you wait until after October 20th, you may find yourself at the bottom of a Wait List. They are all great
tours, some new and some old. Here’s a quick run-down:
Discover San Diego (3/21-3/29): A great way to kick off the 2020 cycling season in sunny southern California. This tour is
designed to not only be enjoyed by cyclists but also by non-riding partners. It will be a fixed base tour with our hotel in
charming Old town. There is so much to see and do in San Diego from its beaches to its parks and museums.
4-Day Omak Hill Country (4/30-5/4): Now in its 7th year, the fixed-base Omak Tour has become our most popular early season tour. Never having to pack up and move, we get a lot of riding in with routes that vary from 52 to 84 miles and elevation
gains from 2,100’ to 5,575’.
4-Day Eastern Washington (5/14-5/18): The tour that just won’t die! We’ve been offering this tour since 2001 and it continues to be a favorite. A challenging tour that will get you in shape for the rest of the season. Every day offers a beautiful
climb. Much of this tour is on very quiet roads.
Willamette Valley Tour (8/8-8/16): We’ve run a version of this tour several times in the past but never as a fixed based tour.
With the exception of one night, we will be staying at the same hotel in Salem. We will take loops out to the Oregon Gardens and Silver Falls State Park as well as loops to explore the rich pioneer history of this valley. Of course there will be
winery route and one through several of the famous covered bridges. This is rated as an Easy/Intermediate tour with relatively short mileage days. The Willamette Valley is one of our favorite places to ride and we think you will love it, too.
Idaho Panhandle Tour (8/22-8/30): Our final tour of the year will take us back to Idaho. We will explore the Trail of the Coeur
d’Alenes and the beautiful valley of the Clark Fork. We will climb Thompson and Dobson Passes and take a rest day in Wallace where we will switch to mountain bikes to ride through the tunnels and across the trestles of the famed Trail of the Hiawatha. This is a spectacular tour!

Domestic Tour Cancellation/Refund Fees Raised to $40
PayPal refund fees have gone up significantly. Our current $25 cancellation fee will no longer cover those charges. Assuming
we don’t get too many cancellations we have raised the charge to $40 per registration cancellation. We hope this isn’t too onerous but there’s little we can do about it.

Point of Personal Privilege by Ralph
I hope it’s OK to use this newsletter for a short announcement. Many of you know something
of my background as having grown up in Amsterdam I am the son of holocaust survivors. My
92 year old mother has just published a book about her story and by extension mine as well.
Her book is about Hans Calmeyer, the German lawyer assigned by the German occupying
forces to determine who should and who should not be classified as a Jew and hence forced to
wear the onerous yellow star that would lead to near certain death in the concentration camps.
Her book intertwines her personal story with that of Calmeyer, who worked from inside the
“wolf’s den” to save as many Jews as he could, including my mother. Mom’s family had fled
Hitler’s Germany in 1936 and landed in Amsterdam in the same neighborhood as many other
Jewish refugees including the Frank family and later the Nussbaums as well (my father’s family). Mom and her two sisters knew Margot and Anne Frank. Mom has become an internationally renown Anne Frank scholar. Anne’s father, Otto was the only survivor of that family and
he was my parent’s Best Man when they got married in 1947. The book starts with a Foreword
by Ted Koppel (of ABC’s Nightline fame) and is a quick read. The book can be purchased
from Amazon: https://www.amazon.com/Shedding-Our-Stars-Calmeyer-Thousands/dp/1631526367 or
any number of bookstores.
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Central Idaho Tour by Charlie White w/pictures by Dennis Hatton
Day Zero – Prologue: The competitors were nervously pacing the ballroom at the Grand Hotel in Ketchum. The anxiety
amongst these elite athletes was obvious, this race could make or break their career in professional cycling. The nervous
chit chat and idle conversation came to an abrupt halt. Jeff, the one competitor they all feared the most, confidently strode
into the room. You could almost feel the air leave the room, nobody expected Jeff and his new carbon fiber, electric assist,
Orbea mountain killer to show for this race.
Day 1 – Ketchum to Arco: We rolled out of Ketchum right at 8:00 a.m. The day started out a bit
cool as we followed the lovely bike path out of Ketchum to Hailey. With tailwinds and a gentle
downhill, it was hard to keep the bike under 20 mph. A quick bite, refill bottles, and we were off to
Craters of the moon for lunch. Although we all realized that we had favorable winds, we didn’t
realize how good they were until we stopped for lunch and couldn’t keep food on our plates or
chairs on the ground as the wind swirled through the lunch stop. Our evening finished with our
daily meeting and a BBQ cooked by the owners of the motel.
Day 2 – Arco to Challis: On paper day two looked about the same as day one, a bit more
climbing but 10 miles shorter. As good as we all felt after day 1, we rolled out with confidence. After a few miles, we realized that we were going to pay back the wind gods today. The first two-thirds of the ride was a gradual uphill, but the winds made it much
harder. The miles seemed to drag on as we continued to push through the wind and
over the highest climb of the day. Although we rode past King mountain and Mount Borah (highest peak in Idaho), the dessert terrain was wearing thin. Dessert country is
beautiful, but after two days I think we were all ready for a change in scenery. Lunch was
on a large roadside turnout in the middle of beautiful canyon. As strange as it seemed,
being on the roadside was quite nice as the traffic was light and the canyon walls protected our little group from being battered by the winds.
Day 3 – Challis to Redfish Lake: The first few miles were an easy pedal as we
worked out the stiffness from the previous two days of riding. We turned off US 93
onto Idaho 73 on our way to Redfish. As we headed west, the wind smacked us in the
face. It was hard not to groan and complain about another day of wind. Fortunately
following the turns of the Salmon river took our mind off the wind. Before long, the
deserts gave way to high subalpine forests of the Sawtooth Mountains. The miles
clicked by and we suddenly found ourselves in Stanley. Some of us took time to enjoy an ice cream and a rest. The rest of us pushed on the last few miles to get to the
lodge at Redfish Lake. By far, the most beautiful and enjoyable day of the tour thus
far.
Day 4 – Redfish Lake to Redfish Lake: The fourth day was supposed to be a rest day. Of
course, rest is subjective. Many of us slept in late and enjoyed a leisurely breakfast waiting for the morning to warm up. Others were more adventurous and took off on their
bikes for bonus miles. Others took a swim, hike, paddle board, or kayak and 3 even took
out a power boat to enjoy the lake. A well needed and wonderful day off the bike.
Day 5 – Redfish Lake to Lowman: We woke early on day five fully refreshed and
ready to roll. The ride from Redfish to Stanley was spectacular with the iconic split
rail fences and rugged peaks of the Sawtooths to wow us. As we turned onto Idaho 21 we faced a light headwind, and a gentle uphill grade for miles. With fresh
legs, full stomachs, great scenery, and wonderful company, we soon found ourselves at the summit of Banner summit in no time. After lunch we followed the
south fork of the Payette river down towards our destination of Lowman. As we
approached Lowman, we passed by Kirkham and Haven Hot Springs. The park at
Kirkham provided a nice picnic area and access to several natural hot springs.
Most riders passed by without stopping as we were less than 5 miles from the
overnight. Those of us that did stop had a pleasant soak before rolling into town.
This is a stop that should not be passed up. Many arrived in Lowman early enough to grab a beer at the lodge, play some
horseshoes, walk along the river, and unwind before checking into our rooms. We then met in the main Lodge and had a
group dinner before retiring for the evening.
Day 6 – Lowman to Stanley: The sixth day was a reverse of the previous day. The
long descent that we enjoyed the previous day was going to be a long climb today.
The route sheet showed over 4200 feet of climbing, the most of the week. Many
were all a bit nervous knowing that we had 33 miles of climbing right out of the gate.
The first 20 miles were pretty easy, about 2% grade. The morning was cool and the
backdrop provided by nature made it quite pleasant. The road tipped up significantly
for the next 13 miles. After a great lunch at the summit, we headed out for the final
30 miles of gradual downhill into Stanley. After some more rehydration at the group
happy hour, we all headed out to dinner. There are several options in town and we
had a good time exploring the two block unpaved main street.
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Day 7 – Stanley to Ketchum: The final day, a bittersweet moment on any tour. The route profile showed 31 miles of up and
31 miles of down. The total elevation showed about 2800 feet and looked pretty easy. However, upon closer inspection,
there was a steep 5 mile climb that would take us up to 8700 feet. As the day started, we found the first 25 miles were pretty easy going. Again the scenery was stunning as we rode past the headwaters of the Salmon river, getting closer to our
final climb of the week. There is no way to sugar coat the climb up Galena summit, it was steep, hot, and long. The descent was awesome.

Epilogue: Kathleen and Mayoma were our on road support team and they were wonderful. They were always there for needed sag support, water, food, and morale. The food provided was fresh and different every day. They were up before us
every day getting ready so we could drop our gear and take off. Hauling drop bags, providing food, and water throughout
the day, and then had to find time to grocery shop so we had fresh, varied food for lunch and wine and cold beer for our
evening happy hour. All of this support happened seamlessly, and we were very fortunate and thankful for their care.
As I read through my account of the week, I realize that I will never be a professional writer. Most of the article is a view of
a tour from the saddle of a tandem. Although we are a reasonably strong couple on the bike, we did not prepare for this
tour. By day two we had surpassed our training miles for the year. The difficult times that we experienced were probably
not the same as many of the other riders. My breakdown of the days was more about the miles, the weather, the climbs,
etc. and less about the beauty of the ride.

2020 PEGASUS BIKE TOURS SCHEDULE
DATES

TOUR

LOCATION

LEVEL

STATUS

Discover San Diego

San Diego, CA

Intermediate

Opens Oct. 11

April 30-May 4

4-Day Omak Hill Country

Omak, WA

Intermediate/Adv

Opens Oct. 11

May 14-May 18

4-Day Eastern Washington

Chelan, WA

Intermediate/Adv

Opens Oct. 11

June 1–June 10

Andalusia, Spain - Fixed Base

Ronda, Spain

Easy/Intermediate

Open Now

June 29-July 6

Bolzano-Venice, Italy Hybrid Tour

Bolzano, Italy

Easy/Intermediate

Open Now

July 6-July 17
August 17-25

Willamette Valley Tour
Idaho Panhandle Tour

Salem, OR
Spokane, WA

Intermediate
Intermediate

Opens Oct. 11
Opens Oct. 11

March 21-March 29
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